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About This Game

We take you to one of the most famous and scenic British main lines at the time of the transition from steam to diesel power.
With 10 different types of locomotives and dozens of rolling stock items at your disposal you decide what train to drive.
Sessions featuring Anglo-Scottish expresses, local stopping trains, fast freights, heavy mineral, slow pickup goods or trip

workings offer a rich variety of services for your enjoyment. The 87 mile route from Skipton to Carlisle over the wild and
remote Pennine moors will test your driving skills and ability to keep to schedule. Prototypical topography, track plans,
gradients, stations, signal boxes and signal placement, viaducts and tunnels will complete your experience. With 'Trainz

Simulator: Settle and Carlisle' you will almost believe that you are there.
There is semaphore signaling with new logic, and water troughs to replenish the tender whilst on the move. AWS (Automatic

Warning System) is fitted to some diesel locomotives to give advance indication of the signaling, this provides extra security for
the safe running of your consist.

For this steeply graded route large locomotives have been provided, including the powerful Britannia and A3 Pacifics, the LMS
8F 2-8-0 and the BR 9F 2-10-0. The LMS 4F 0-6-0 is included for the lighter trains and for shunting work a choice of the LMS

3F and the L&Y 2F 0-6-0 tank engines. All these locomotives have a multiple choice of running numbers and adjustable
headlamp codes. The diesels include the large Class 40 (Whistler) and the versatile Class 37. The smaller Class 24 is included

for lighter duties.
For rolling stock there is a new range of Mk1 coaches and an impressive array of new goods vehicles. These include the 4 and 6
wheel tankers, the anhydrite hopper wagons, the Presflo for powder loads. Other goods vehicles will include a variety of vans,

open wagons and flat tops to represent the typical goods traffic of the time. The ubiquitous brake van has not been forgotten, of
course.
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Disclaimer: I have been told that there is a way around the bug which was the main reason for me disliking the game. Personally
I have not given this a try, but if you are experiencing pathfinding issues play the game at normal speed.

The game seemed interesting however whenever I sent my people to go and do anything I would have constant pathing issues.
The people would run back and forth on the spot which meant that it took much longer for me to do anything as my people
wouldn't respond. The worst case of this was in a battle, I tried getting them into towers however they just kept running back
and forth instead of garrisoning the towers leading to me losing most of my defences. Until this bug is fixed it is a definite no go
for me even for a dollar as it was unplayable.. A solid military FPS that never got the credit it deserved. The story is set in a
disturbingly possible near-future Europe, where the East and West are waging a world war over the last drops of oil, as riots
erupt back home. Guns have realistic recoil and are fun to shoot. Missions often contain multiple objectives with multiple routes
to approach them. Vehicles are easy to control. The friendly NPCs and their constant chatter is very reminiscent of HALO.
There are any number of deployable "drones" and stationary turrets. As others have mentioned, this was Battlefield 3 before
Battlefield 3.

There is a surprising amount of finesse on display in the single player campaign considering it's just a primer for the long dead
MP. Frontlines was developed by the dearly-departed KAOS, who also gave us the criminally underrated HOMEFRONT, and
like that game manages to be action-packed without the overwhelming amount of "HOORAH!" seen in similar military run-and-
guns.

It doesn't run as well as it should and I could have done without the friendly tanks spawning in my peripheral vision, but other
than that this is a decent way to blow a couple hours if you are an FPS fetishist like me.. i love alte so much
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I remember playing this game as a kid in Compucamp while everybody else decided to socialize...

Actually, this is pretty much all i played... wish i actually payed attention to the html scripting class they held.... oh well..
SpOoooKy! Love the cut scenes with Neil's reading. The puzzles are kooky in nature and I loved discovering the characters
strange personalities. Lots of cute little effects that made me smile. some replayability with the achievements as well, but they're
awefully tough to get them all.. Nice set of costumes. The weapon attachments do not replace the actual weapon models of
characters. They are there if you want to have the characters look like they have a lot of weapons on them (the weapon
attachments are just used for carrying only and not as replacement for the actual weapon models).

Here's an example. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=542780068

As you can see, Alisha (for example) obviously doesn't replace her spear with the swords but the weapons still looks neat. The
same applies to other characters.. Pixel Art: 4/5
Immersion: 5/5 (Beautiful expansive island to explore)
Gameplay: 5/5
Controls: 4/5 (Can feel slow until you get the hang)
Value: 5/5
Difficulty: 3/5
--------------
Overall 4.6 (Difficulty always excluded)

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation for other great games...

This is an awesome pixelated platformer, which is just as nice to look at, as it is to play...In fact I can honestly say one of my
favorites to play in the genre! People talk about Zelda II influences, but it goes way beyond it in gameplay and depth!

You will feel like the action is a little slow at first, but that is its intention and you will build on your abilities, which is part of
the leveling system. It has a little of everything, open world map, action platforming, character leveling and karma for various
paths and endings and lots of collectables.
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If you are a novice or expert I think this one will be very well loved! I am 100%ing this game and at no point has it ever felt
tedious! [Correction: 100% and loved every bit of it!]

My only MAJOR complaint is that when you quit playing from a save point with full health, you come back with reduced health
as if you died! That takes some fun out when you have to spend time recovering health again when you begin playing. So make
an attempt at a boss before saving for the day.

For the price, you will get so many hours of enjoyable challenges and playthrough. You will love the worlds and find Elliot a
join to play. In all honesty, I am not sure why this game is not more popular and get more praise!!!

ACHIEVEMENTS: This one is pretty easy to 100%, no time trials and you do not have to finish the Game+ hard mode!
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A classic Point and Click game, so that is what you will get, the game offers everything a classic of the genre would need with
some very unique art, i would recommend this game, there are other reviews that offers more in depth details hould you wish to
know more, but if you are a hidden object fan then you got yourself a game.. update on the Vegas Pro 15 review.

The patches released have actually resolved the issues I had.

The software works really solid now and i can recommend it fully.

5/5

#############################################################

Old review:

I have been using the vegas products for a long timeand its both love and hate.
1. functionality is great, when you set it up
2. easy to use
3. crashes a lot when you render
4. workaround is to restart with new settings from scratch

Annoying yes, but every other time it works great.
i have win 10 (1803), 32 gig ram, hepta core. 1080 gtx etc.
Patch and fix funtionality and it would be the best video softare but crashes with no info is annoying.
codec are also not always supported..... Very fun game, hailing from the era when games were exhaustively tested before being
released.

In the campaign, you play as Jim Hawkins, now a naval officer, working his way through the ranks, and resolving a threat to
queen and star-nation.

The skirmish mode gives you the chance to either play scenarios of various ilks, or to simply fight ships controlled by the
computer all day.

The gameplay is "simple" in the sense that chess is simple, and a large part of the game is customising the huge range of ships,
ranging from a tiny torpedo boat or sloop, to a massive man-o-war for whatever operation you are using them in. The combat
gameplay is fast-paced, with everything from cannons to mortars available to arm your ship with, each with its own set of
models, sound effects and animations, and based on ship-handling as much as simply carrying the best weapons and crew..
Game is nice and fluid for early access, Im a harsh judge of games in this genre, Its my favorite, not as much tactical depth as of
yet like company of heroes or wargame red dragon, but its multiplayer is addictive. I look forward to new patches and finished
product. Now I must point out the only irritating cons, Zoom could be a little better at least show off character models and detail
for guys with good graphics cards after all we bought the things so that we can have max enjoyment on our games. Thats trivial
though, my main problem is with multi player, there are too many \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s that have
the power to kick guys that just bought the game, trust me this will kill the multiplayer like it did with wargame red dragon
nobody will want to play it and will discourage anybody from attempting. A good fix for this would be for the devs to trash the
kick feature from public matches, thats what private matches are for. New players have a hard time getting into matches to rank
up. This is just a caution as I have seen several good games fade off because of an a hole ran multiplayer community which is
usually a small group which will end up the only ones on public multiplayer matches as the game matures. Overall Good game, it
gets a thumbs up.. Bought this game after trying it out at PAX Aus. Really love it thus far! It's a satisfying puzzle/stategy game
with great visuals to boot. Mechanics wise, I think is really well done - it’s easy to understand, but is challenging enough to keep
me wanting more. I love the art style and music, and the details given through each chapter in terms of storyline is pretty
fulfilling.
I think that the mastery tree is well done, as well as the slow access to skill upgrades as you progress through the game. I also
enjoy the option of fast forwarding through enemy animations!. Reverie is a short, slow-paced and very pretty point-and-click
game, in which your goal is to click objects in the right order to achieve a certain set up. There are five levels, each with 4 set
ups whose names work as hints to what they are supposed to look like. Some might be slightly tricky to figure out, but the game
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shouldn't take more than 1 hour to complete.
Overall, it's really enjoyable and relaxing, and I felt that each set up could very well be used as a wallpaper for my PC.. The
game is good in theory and unrefined in practice. Not bad for a highschool kid's senior year project. A bit more work and it'd be
pretty legit.

Update: Turns out this is Autobotika's fault. Nice job screwing this one up and abandoning it guys. Condolences to Danielle
Maiorino who has taken some of the blame.. Recommended to any one who likes tower defense games.
Not really challenging, many levels are completed before you've used all the "weapons", but graphics and music are funny.
I couldn't stop playing once I started.
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